Privacy Policy

Introduction
This document sets out the LdA commitment to respect your personal data according to the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) - Regulation (EU) 2016/679.

Personal data - definition (Art. 4 GDPR)
‘Personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person.

Your personal data
The personal data collected shall be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed. Your personal data shall be collected for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes.

How we use your personal data
LdA collects and stores the following information provided by you directly to us: first name and surname; email address; academic or corporate affiliation. No 'sensitive data' is collected. Your personal data is used only for a specific purpose: to inform you on LdA conferences, workshops, seminars, publications and other academic activities.

Sharing and Disclosure
LdA does shall not share your personal data with or sell it to third parties unless requested by the Italian law.

Website and cookies
LdA does not use cookies. You can visit the website without providing any personal data. LdA uses Google Analytics to track and analyse the website traffic. It is not used for any additional purpose. The information collected is anonymous traffic data and LdA does not collect any additional information.

Minors
LdA does not restrict the use of the website to anyone under the age of 16 since none of the contents contain themes that could be deemed harmful. LdA does not knowingly collect personal data from anyone under the age of 16. If LdA learns that a personal data from anyone under the age of 16 has been collected, LdA will delete that data.

Privacy Rights
By contacting centro.dagliano@unimi.it, you have the right to:
- request access to the information LdA has on you;
- be informed on how LdA is using your personal data;
- have your personal data updated if not accurate;
- have your personal data deleted at any time;
- restrict processing of your personal data;
- unsubscribe to any email LdA sends you.

For any questions about LdA privacy policy, please contact: centro.dagliano@unimi.it.